Risk Disclosure Notice For Trading With Icon FX, registered name Icon Tech PTY LTD
Risk Disclosure Notice
Before applying to create a trading account with our company, you should thoroughly
examine if trading CFDs is suitable for your business or yourself.
CFD trading has significant risks and is not suited for all people. You should think about your
own goals, economic standing, and requirements, and seek impartial guidance if possible.
You must not trade CFDs until you comprehend the terms of the transaction and the amount
of your risk exposure as a result of that agreement.
Trading CFDs is a risky action.
Because CFD trading involves leveraging, both profits and losses are amplified. In other
terms, a very minor market action might result in a proportionally bigger change in the value
of your asset, which can work both for and against you. Because of the 'leverage' inherent
with CFD trading, a relatively small margin deposit might result in large losses.
Derivative marketplaces are unpredictable.
The fundamental stocks, currencies, commodities, investment vehicles, or indexes' values
may vary fast, across the various spectrum, and in response to unanticipated occurrences or
variations in situations, neither of which are at your disposal.
Unexpected things, such as modifying supply and demand associations, regulatory,
agronomic, commercial, and commerce plans and initiatives, domestic and international and
financial events, and the prevalent psychosocial factors of the pertinent consumer market,
will also have an impact.
Foreign markets interfere with risks for Australian markets.
Foreign currency depreciation will influence the possible capital gain from CFDs linked to an
international market or pegged in a different currency. Even if the price of the asset to which
the CFD corresponds stays unchanged, you may lose money if currency values move to your
disadvantage.
You may sustain a total loss of the margin that you deposit with usto establish or maintain
a position.
If the market turns on you, you might well be forced to pay significant extra margins on a
tight deadline.
If you do not comply within the specified time frame, your stake may be dissolved at a loss.
Even if you do not visit the site and do not get the notice, you will be considered to have
received platform alerts encouraging you to deposit extra cash. You entirely must ensure that
you are informed of, and fulfil, any margin calls by regularly checking your account.
No personal financial product advice/recommendation relating toCFDs will be provided.
We are not authorized to give you specific advice, and we will simply give you generic help and
guidance regarding margin trading.
As a result, before opening an account and trading with us, you must thoroughly examine the
suitability of any basic guidance in light of your specific objectives, financial position, and

requirements, and seek financial and/or legal counsel.
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